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“We are inclined to think of the environment as outside, 
and our structure, heredity, and experience, inside. 
But the environment in which the heredity units, 
chromosomes, live and act is a flux within the cell.”

- Paul Shepard, “Man in the Landscape”
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“Certain lights, objects, places[…] They open to us some 
inner region whose geography we know below 
awareness.”

- Paul Shepard, “Man in the Landscape”
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Time descends – a day ends –
a nameless evening passes
with bowed head and folded hands.

/.../
In the roving saint winds of Jetvan,
the touch of those absences
past whom, a meaning of life
still remains

- Kunwar Narain, “Sravasti”
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samay ke samtal utārkar
hath joḍe-sī guzartī

ek natamastak aparicit śām

Time descends – a day ends –
a nameless evening passes
with bowed head and folded hands.

Aeg taandub videvikus silmapiiril,
langetatud päi, palveskäsi
möödub nimetu õhtu.
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Where were those people in a hurry to go –
who left their belongings in the middle of the road
and forgot?

/.../
These passages, which were once special,
are not busy roads now.
These palaces, which were once for kings,
are no one’s concern now.

- Kunwar Narain, “Fatehpur Sikri: Passages”
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My intimate neighbour is
an old tree

Who knows what his name is, what his creed?
But so near are his branches
that they are always there
in the veranda of my house
in some such way that when I wish
I can extend my hand, touch his brow,
and he, cow-like,
keeps caressing me with meek eyes.

- Kunwar Narain, “My Intimate Neighbour”
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The house filled up
with a bitter-sweet medicine smell
when flowers came to the patio neem.

/.../
Come to mind hesitant flowers
blankly falling on father’s shroud
placed below the neem 
– as if falling from mother’s hair –
tiny flowers that were not tears
but seeming consolations.

- Kunwar Narain, “Flowers of Neem”
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Tiny white flowers wafting in the wind
like soap bubbles.
A few entangled in mother’s hair
as she watered the tulsi
and returned from the patio.

/…/
Come to mind a bristly
Yet affable earthen fragrance, like grandpa’s nature.
Come to mind a few rugged cots
under the tree
always there for all:
a childhood playing with neem buds.

Kunwar Narain, “Flowers of Neem”
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Kunwar Narain
Inner Sight

Ever since the waning
Power of my hearing and sight
I fumble around in the dark
Looking for the strange power of insight

I don’t close my eyes to meditate
My prayers themselves become benedictions
Unknown signals motivate
My steps towards a known fate

My lips move 
To say thank you
But words don’t come out
They just tremble and stay
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Ernst Enno
Light-filled Oblivion

Wind spills white copper from the maple trees
a saddened word has passed on people’s lips

a cloud torn its breast, to pour oblivion
and, covering abated love, wash off the temporal

a white silent path now sees me off to far away
each tear but hoarfrost that an eyelid lay

coming to the end of all that has ensued
in white, I’ll drink up my life’s bitter brew

the unseen grove of souls now sweetly smells
my noblest tune of passing ebbs and swells
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“Amidst the deepening sense of displacement and homelessness, we are 
witnessing a newfound urgency to discover language and practices that 
can help us situate ourselves more carefully and thoughtfully in the world, to 
recover the art of what some have called “place-making”, the imaginative 
world of beholding, inhabiting, and cherishing the particular places where 
we live.”

- Douglas Christie, “The Blue Sapphire of the Mind:
Notes for Contemplative Ecology”
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Kunwar Narain
In the Park

Sitting in a park 
I felt at peace

in the comfort of a tree’s shade 
I felt at peace

a leaf fell from a twig,
the wish of a leaf
‘now let us leave…’

contemplating this 
I felt at peace
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